SPECIAL FEATURE
InsurPac Video: Relationships are Everything

It is crunch time for YOUR political action committee - InsurPac! December 31 is the deadline for reporting purposes. Take two minutes now to watch this new InsurPac video for a quick primer on why supporting InsurPac is essential for independent agents.

With a newly divided Congress, a new Chairwoman of our primary committee for independent agents and brokers, dozens of new members of Congress that need education on independent agents, an important legislative agenda for independent agents, and more, it is imperative that every single Big "I" member contribute to your PAC.

Online contributions can be made at www.insurpac.com/form, or checks payable to "InsurPac" - personal, LLC or partnership checks are also accepted.

We need a robust InsurPac to ensure YOUR voice is heard, and understood, on Capitol Hill! Learn more about InsurPac at www.insurpac.com.